
When it comes to fi nishing, woodworkers split into two camps: those 
who regularly reach for their spray gun, and those who haven’t yet 

pulled the trigger. HOMERIGHT’S Finish Max off ers something for both 
sides. For beginners, this $70 HVLP sprayer is easy to operate (fi ll the cup, 
plug it in, and spray) and a cinch to clean, making it the perfect gateway into 
the world of spray fi nishing. For experienced fi nishers, this compact and 
aff ordable sprayer can serve as a handy back up for smaller fi nishing jobs.

At fi rst glance, the Finish Max resembles an airless sprayer, but looks 
are indeed deceiving. Although it lacks hoses, pumps, or air compres-
sors, this self-contained HVLP system successfully handled a gauntlet of 
fi nishes, including chalk paint (slightly thinned and gauged, using the 
included drip cup). Aft er spraying waterborne poly on several projects 
that had been waiting for fi nish, I may not go back to using a brush.

Th e air cap rotates to positive stops for horizontal, vertical and coni-
cal patterns, a feature common on more expensive sprayers. Overspray is easy to reduce by adjusting the fl uid control 
knob. For best results, just make sure to keep the tip clean. I needed to wipe dried paint from the sprayer’s tip every 
5-10 minutes to maintain the spray pattern. Near the end of the test, the cup reservoir began to pop loose from the gun’s 
plastic threads, making it diffi  cult to obtain a leak-free seal. You could take advantage of the manufacturer’s 2-year war-
ranty, but I was able to fi x the problem simply by wrap-
ping the cup’s threads with plumber’s tefl on tape.

To be fair, this gun is not as powerful or as versatile as 
pricier sprayers. Th e small fan pattern and coverage rate 
are about what you’d expect from a great aerosol spray 
can. While this makes it diffi  cult to lay on too much paint 
(a mistake that causes drips), the HOMERIGHT isn’t 
well suited for large projects, like a kitchen cabinets or a 
shed. Also, the needle can’t be changed out to suit thicker 
paints or replaced when it wears out. But by the time 
this gun is ready to retire, it will have earned its keep.

Tester: Joe Hurst-Wajszczuk
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Carter Products 
pulls a F.A.S.T. one 
on bandsaw users

It’s not often that a manufacturer invents a slick 
solution to a long-standing woodworking 

problem. So hats off to Carter Products for alleviating 
some serious resawing aggravation! The challenge 
with resawing has always been setting your fence dead 
parallel to the cutting path of the blade. This can be 
tricky because the blade itself may not be perfectly 
parallel to the edge of the saw table due to the crown of 
the wheels or table misalignment. And any deviation 
of fence parallelism from the cutting path can cause 
blade wander, miscuts, and perhaps a bit of profanity.

Finally, we have a fix: Fence Alignment System Tool 
(F.A.S.T.) bars. These 6"-long aluminum bars magnetically 

attach to the side of your blade, providing a 6"-long 
representation of the cutting path. This means that all 
you have to do is carefully fix your fence in place against 
the attached F.A.S.T. bar, remove the bar, and you’re 
ready to resaw! (Important: Use a sharp blade, as a dull 
one may wander regardless of good fence alignment.)

The set includes 5 precisely machined bars in thicknesses 
of 1/8", 3/16", 1/4", 3/8", and 1/2", with a slot in each bar to 
accommodate the tooth set. Setting your fence against the 
bar alone will yield a slice of wood that’s the thickness of 
the bar minus the tooth offset. Keeping in mind that you 

Carter F.A.S.T. (Fence 
Alignment System Tool)

Tips & TricksHot New Tools
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almost always want to clean up the sawn face aft erward, 
you’ll normally want to cut a bit fat. Toward that end, I use 
double-faced tape to attach plastic laminate shims to the 
ends of whichever bar matches my desired fi nal thickness.

Bottom line: If you struggle with your resawing 
setup, invest in these li’l babies. Yeah, they’re a bit 
pricey, but what’s your sanity worth? Plus, you can 
use these as set-up blocks for precisely gauging router 
bit projection and table saw blade height.  �

Tester: Paul Anthony

Tape registers fence 
position in case of 
cocking while clamping.

User-made 
plastic laminate 
shims fi ne-tune 
fence offset.

Slot 
accommodates 
tooth set.

Magnet holds 
bar in place.

Photos: Paul Anthony

For ordering and pricing information, see the Buyer’s Guide on page 60.
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